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multicultural cities in the world. 
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/ stimulate professional development and 

information exchange 

/ unique opportunities for increased engagement 

with ARUS/NA's professional community 

J diverse experiences and worfd-dass collections 

"* at Toronto's arts and cultural institutions 

Your key to Art, Architecture & Design 

Only £5.95 
Special features: 

• a city-wide map 

• at-a-glance navigation icons 

• a time-saving subject index to collections 

• a peek into each place with fult-colour images 
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What about your cfty? We ore interested in hearing from all archives and libraries, small as well as 

large Institutions to be featured in an Art Researchers' Guide. If you are interested in contributing, 

please contact Rose Roberto, the Art Researchers' Guide series editor at: r.v.roberto@leeds.ac.uk. 
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